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The Papua New Guinea Customs Service is one of the most 

important institutions of the state. It is responsible for three key 

fundamental functions; border protection, trade facilitation and 

revenue collection. 

Since its humble beginnings in 1888, PNG Customs has contributed 

immensely to the development of the country as it grew from 

strength to strength in spite of increasing responsibilities and 

challenges. 

Despite having limited resources and very little time in which to 

work, over the years, the PNG Customs Service executives, staff 

and contractors have performed beyond expectations. In particular 

the efforts demonstrated in protecting the borders have brought 

widespread praise from the community. 

Thirty four years on following independence, our country is now 

faced with significant challenges that will impact heavily on how we 

conduct our business at home and interact with regional neighbors 

and the international community. In the midst of exciting major 

impact projects being planned for the country, there are also major 

threats facing businesses and the community from cross border 

criminal activities. The importance for ensuring security over 

foreign trade goods, our exports destined for overseas markets 

and movement of people through our national border are far more 

critical than ever before. 

In late June 2009, the National Executive Council decided on the 

separation of the Customs Operations from the Internal Revenue 

Commission. The Government’s decision to separate Customs has 

been necessary in order to enhance the capacity of the country’s 

Customs Service to re-establish and re-assert its role as the lead 

Government agency in ensuring effective control of the country’s 

border. 

I am indeed pleased that the Commissioner of Customs and his 

senior officers have responded very responsibly to the Government’s 

priority to enhance border security. I note that PNG Customs 

Service plan introduces appropriate strategies for developing 

Customs capability and presence at regional levels and at strategic 

border port locations. This is consistent with the all of Government 

approach to bring service to the community and businesses at 

various parts of the country.

Foreward

By Minister for 

Finance and Treasury
Hon. Patrick Pruaitch
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The Customs Service plan is quite balanced so as to ensure that the 

welfare of the community is protected, that international trade and 

travel is better facilitated and revenue and vital foreign trade data 

is collected in a timely and efficient manner. 

Strategies to introduce modern technology, re-model management 

and specialist training and adopt a sound communication policy 

are important for Customs officers to be effective in discharging 

their various operational duties. This would be an important 

strategy to equip our national Customs managers and staff to face 

the many challenges in undertaking Customs enforcement, trade 

facilitation and revenue collection functions.

I commend the Commissioner of Customs and his senior officers 

who have formulated this well thought out management plan. I 

would like to urge the staff and Customs Management to be fully 

committed to implementing the Customs Service plan and ensuring 

there are successful outcomes for Government, the community and 

business investors in the country.

   

Hon. Patrick Pruaitch, MP

Minister for Finance and Treasury 
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The Customs Service 2010 to 2012 Plan has been formulated at 

a very challenging time of re-establishing the Papua New Guinea 

Customs Service after 17 years of co-existence with Taxation as part 

of the Internal Revenue Commission.  It is an important planning 

document that will guide and assist Customs Management and 

staff in adopting appropriate strategies, developing divisional 

and sectional work plans all aimed at improving all of Customs 

operations throughout the country. 

On the 26th of June 2009, the National Executive Council approved 

the de-merger of Customs Operations from the Internal Revenue 

Commission. This decision had come at a time when there are 

heightened security concerns at both regional and international 

levels. Closer to home, political and community leaders from 

border provinces have become increasingly concerned about 

the limited level of resources made available to law enforcement 

agencies to effectively deal with threats of cross border criminal 

activities. 

Concerns about international security and cross border criminal 

activities prevail as Papua New Guinea faces major development 

challenges notably in sectors including aviation, agriculture & 

fisheries, oil & gas, mining, shipping, and telecommunication. 

While these major development projects are important for the 

country’s economy, the anticipated increase in movement of 

conveyances, people and goods across the county’s border will 

open the way for opportunists, organised criminal and terrorist 

elements to penetrate the border for illegal purposes or gains.

This Customs 2010 – 2012 Service plan has been developed with the 

aim of shifting resources to enhance regional and border operations. 

This is an important step towards increasing Customs presence 

throughout the country, enhancing enforcement and response 

capabilities at regional and border ports, ensuring there is efficient 

service rendered to business community and revenue collection 

and data management system is implemented effectively.

The responsibility to securing the country’s national border is not 

only for Customs alone but it is a shared responsibility. Customs 

is therefore committed to forging working partnerships with the 

Royal PNG Constabulary, the Defense Force, Department of 

Fisheries, Agriculture and Quarantine, PNG Immigration, the 

Border Development Authority and Provincial and Community 

Commissioner’s 

Overview
Gary Juffa
Commissioner of Customs  
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On the trade facilitation and revenue collection fronts, Customs 

staff and traders will continuously be trained to make optimum use 

of the automated ASYCUDA cargo clearance system to ensure the 

online entry processing, manifest acquittal and eventual electronic 

duty payment remains efficient. Appropriate risk management 

techniques will be adopted to improve trade flows for low risk traders 

while those having higher risks will undergo closer scrutiny.

Professional development for Customs officers over the past 

decade and a half have seriously been lacking. This plan aims to 

reinvigorate the phased training for Customs staff with a view to 

improving specialist and management training for Customs staff. 

Over the longer term Customs will explore the possibilities for 

establishing alliances with higher learning institutions and the 

establishment of a recognised PNG Customs training academy. 

Human resource development initiatives in this plan are important 

to grooming a young, vibrant and smart Customs workforce into 

the next decade.

In the midst of all these challenges and exciting times, I find myself 

truly humbled to lead the Papua New Guinea Customs Service as 

the organisation rebuilds its independent agency status, becomes 

a model of efficiency and effectiveness and to witness Customs 

officers regain their professionalism and once lost pride.

Gary Juffa

Commissioner of Customs   
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The Customs Service’s responsibility for Papua New Guinea and 

its community is based on the five national goals and directive 

principles enshrined in the country’s National Constitution. These 

goals emphasise, inter alia, key national objectives and requisite 

planning approach for ensuring national sovereignty, economic 

self reliance, preservation of the country’s natural resources and its 

environment.  

In late 2004, the Government adopted the 2005 – 2010 five-year 

Medium Term Development Strategy (MTDS). Principle objectives 

of that MTDS are geared towards securing good governance, 

export driven economic growth and rural development essential 

for fostering sustainable improvements in the quality of life for all 

Papua New Guineans. 

On 18th November, 2009 the Government of Papua New Guinea 

unveiled the new Vision 2050, a 40-year National Strategic Plan, 

the implementation of which will commence towards the end of 

2010 to succeed the current MTDS. The PNG Customs Service 

will review its current service strategies prior to 2012 so as to align 

its operational requirements in order to meet the longer term 

aspirations and needs of Papua New Guineans.  

Collecting revenue for Government and protecting the community 

and local industries have been the center of focus for Customs for 

over several decades. In the past five years though, Papua New 

Guinea has become actively engaged in regional and globalisation 

initiatives that have strategic importance for the country to pursue 

its foreign policies and provide avenues for integration into the 

global economy. 

Some of these initiatives including membership with APEC, WTO 

and the WCO, have necessitated in adopting measures for trade 

liberalization and fiscal reforms, resulting in phased reduction of 

import tariffs rates. However, the effects from the gradual reduction 

of import tariffs rates will not necessarily and abruptly translate 

to lesser revenue collection by Customs. Rather, the anticipated 

commencement of the two major LNG projects; the petroleum and 

marine park projects; and a predictable increase in the mining, oil 

and gas exploration, caused by favorable Government regulatory 

incentives, will further increase import volumes from spinoff 

economic activities that would increase import duty collections.

Papua New 
Guinea Customs 
Service’s National 
Responsibility
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Further and until Papua New Guinea is safely out of very recent 

impact from the global financial crisis and the country’s industrial 

and economic base reaches greater heights, Customs import, 

export duty and tax collections will continue to form an important 

component of revenue for the Government to finance its annual 

expenditure budgets.  

The new millennium brought new challenges too, with heightened 

security concerns due to surges in acts of terrorism, cross border 

criminal activities and increase in refugee movements. Thus 

Customs has greater responsibilities in securing its border from 

such activities.

On 26 June, 2009 the National Executive Council decided on the 

separation of the Customs Operations from the Internal Revenue 

Commission with the aim of re-establishing an effective and more 

vibrant Customs Service that is able to face challenges of securing 

the country’s border.  Therefore, the fundamental role of the 

Papua New Guinea Customs Service from hereon is to secure the 

country’s border that makes positive contributions towards the 

Government’s aims of achieving its objectives of the existing and 

future MTDS. 

This Papua New Guinea Customs Service plan, therefore has been 

articulated with new vision, mission and strategies focused on 

securing the country’s border with the aim of protecting the citizen 

population, efficiency in facilitating legitimate travel and trade and 

collecting revenue for the Government.

Customs Legislation, Authority and Management

Papua New Guinea Customs Service draws powers from the 

Customs Act 1951 to control, supervise and authorise inward and 

outward entry of all forms of conveyances, persons and cargo and 

to deal with breaches of the principle Act itself or other allied Acts 

and regulations.

Specifically, Customs has important responsibility for protecting 

the country’s Border and the Community, preventing occurrences 

of Trans National Crimes while ensuring there is effective Supply 

Chain Security.

Legislation, Authority 

and Management
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Customs also has jurisdiction under the Customs and Excise Tariff 

Acts to charge and collect duties, taxes and facilitate the entry of 

capital goods exempted from duties and taxes or reduced rates of 

duty authorised under regulations or special Agreements.

Being one of the first front line Government agencies responsible 

for facilitating movements and clearances of conveyances, persons 

and goods moving across our border, Customs has an important 

role to work collaboratively with a number of key partner agencies. 

They include the Department of Treasury, Department of Finance, 

Internal Revenue Commission, Border Development Authority, 

PNG Police, PNG Defense Force, National Agriculture and 

Quarantine Inspection Authority, PNG Immigration Citizenship 

Services, National Intelligence Organization, Department of Trade 

and Industry, Department of Health, National Fisheries Authority, 

National Forestry Service, Investment Promotion Authority, 

Independent Consumer and Competition Commission, PNG Ports 

Limited, Post PNG Limited, National Maritime Safety Authority 

and the Civil Aviation Authority.

The Customs Service organisation structure and all personnel 

matters for staff are regulated by the Public Services Management 

Act, 1995. Funding for Customs and its operations are allocated 

under the National Government’s budget and expenditure regulated 

under the Public Finance Management Act, 1995.

Managing the business of Customs will be based on a management 

plan and corresponding annual work plans. Monthly and quarterly 

performance reporting will track work progress, resource needs 

and any constraints. A consolidated annual report will capture the 

performance of the organisation during a given year.

The Commissioner of Customs, who is the principle officer in 

the organization, is responsible to the Treasurer and Minister for 

Finance.  
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Customs’ Vision

Spirited and committed to be a regional leader in securing our 

national border to enhance the security and socioeconomic 

development of Papua New Guinea.

Customs’ Mission

Protect Papua New Guinea’s border, communities and industries; 

enhance facilitation of international trade and travel; and protect 

and collect revenue for the Government.

Customs Values

Commitment

We are committed to maintaining the Customs long standing 

tradition of protecting the community and contributing to the 

development and prosperity of Papua New Guineans.   

Professionalism

We will develop our human capital to be professionally trained 

and to embrace international best practices.

 

Service

We will render high standard of service to the Government, 

community, local industry and external stakeholders, whilst 

being mindful of the need to reduce impediments to trade and 

investment. 

 

Integrity

We maintain high Christian principles and are honest, 

transparent and accountable in our actions and decisions we 

make, for a fair and equitable outcome for the Government, 

community, local industries and investors.

 Customs’ 
Vision, Mission, 
Values
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Customs Challenges 

 

The increasing economic activity in the country has caused 

increasing number of movements of conveyances, people and 

goods through the country’s international seaports, airports and 

land borders in recent years. This presents significant challenges 

for Customs to be able to facilitate legitimate trade and passenger 

movements while preventing and detecting unauthorized 

movement of conveyances, persons and undeclared illicit and 

dutiable cargo.   

As Customs shifts its focus to rebuild border control and 

enforcement capabilities, the equally important roles of facilitating 

legitimate trade, enhancing supply chain security and revenue 

collection have to be maintained and strengthened. Customs has 

formulated and has in trend the implementation of the Customs 

Modernisation Strategic Action Plan 2010 – 2011 as its blue 

print for ensuring the fruition of modernisation initiatives. These 

are measures that will enable the Customs Service to effectively 

maintain border control, protect the community, ensure supply 

chain security while facilitating trade and be efficient in collecting 

revenue for the Government.

Other major challenges that face the Customs Service during the 

life of this service plan include;

•	 Maintaining	vigilance	in	securing	the	country’s	airports,	
 land and maritime border zones; 

•	 Establishing	and	maintaining	effective	inter-agency	and	
 community networks, communication and resource 

 mobilisation mechanisms to respond to illegal cross border 

 activities and threats to security and environment; 

•	 Maintaining	continued	focus	to	effectively	implement	the	
 Customs Modernisation Strategic Plan 2010 – 2011; 

•	 Ensuring	that	strategies	and	initiatives	to	enhance	wider	
 border security and community protection, incorporate 

 measures to improve supply chain security for Papua New 

 Guinea; 

Customs 

Challenges
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•	 Prevent	and	detect	breaches	of	customs	and	tariff	laws,	
 prohibitions and revenue fraud at the international border   

 that have the potential  of harming the community, industry 

 growth or Government revenue; and

•	 Maintaining	a	balance	among	the	challenge	for	effective	
 border control, facilitating legitimate trade, investment and 

 collecting revenue for the Government. 

Major Investment Projects 

The current Government’s economic and fiscal policies for 

fostering private sector driven economic growth are attracting 

overwhelming interests. Major impact projects in oil, gas and 

mineral, fisheries, transport and telecommunication sectors are 

having significant impact on the operations of the Papua New 

Guinea Customs Service.

Challenges for the Papua New Guinea Customs Service will 

involve facilitating and expediting movements of significant 

numbers of people and cargo associated with these development 

projects moving through our border, while upholding the 

integrity of Customs and related laws.   

Threats from Terrorism and Illicit Trade

Papua New Guinea’s vulnerability as a transit point for illicit 

drugs, firearms and people smuggling has been and still is an 

ongoing concern. Upsurge of threats and acts of terrorism within 

the Asia Pacific region and globally further heighten security 

concerns and the level of vulnerability for the country.

Papua New Guinea Customs Service is ready to meet these major 

challenges and has designed operational strategies and build inter-

agency networks to maintain a strong focus on dealing with trans-

border criminal activities and threats of terrorism. 

Re-establishing the Support Service Mechanism

As a consequence of the separation from the Internal Revenue 

Commission, Papua New Guinea Customs Service has an 

immediate major challenge in identifying the appropriate 

personnel and infrastructure for the establishment of its Support 

Service capabilities that ensures operational areas in Customs are 

adequately serviced.

Major Investment, 
Threats from 
Terrorism and
Service Mechanism
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Customs
Outcomes

Customs Outcomes 

The economic and social outcomes that the Government seeks 

from the Papua New Guinea Customs Service are derived from 

the relevant goals and directives principles enshrined in the 

country’s National Constitution. To achieve major part of these 

desires, the Government has specific goals in its 2005 – 2010 

Medium Term Development Strategy and PNG 2050 Vision as its 

Long Term Development Strategy that aims to foster sustainable 

improvements in the development of its human capital, creation 

of wealth and economic prosperity, health services and quality 

of life for Papua New Guineans, security and international 

relations, spiritual, community and cultural developments and 

environmental sustainability. 

The Papua New Guinea Customs Service has four major 

outcomes as its challenges to contribute meaningfully towards the 

Government’s medium and long term goals that include Border 

Security, Community and Industry Protection, Trade Facilitation 

and Revenue Collection. The service outcomes will ensure 

operational areas are adequately supported and governance issues 

given due attention. 

Outcome  

1. Border Security  

Facilitate legitimate movement 

of people and goods across 

our border while maintaining 

the integrity and security of 

the border, ensuring supply 

chain security and protecting 

the health and safety of our 

people.

2. Community Protection

Prevent and detect illicit and 

counterfeit goods harmful to 

the community.

3. Trade Facilitation 
Facilitate legitimate trade with 

minimum delay and costs.

4. Revenue Collection

Collect Government revenue 

and provide reliable trade 

statistics and economic data. 
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Customs Capacity 
Development 
Strategies

5 Enabling 

Efficient Communication, 

Corporate Governance and 

Support Services.

(A) Improved System of 

Communication

Effective Communication 

Structure and efficient 

Management of Information 

and Data flow.

(B) Improved Governance 

       and Accountability

Internal Audit and Assurance, 

Internal Investigations into 

Staff Misconduct.

(C) Efficient Corporate 

Support Services

Improved Strategic Planning, 

Public Affairs and International 

Liaison, Budget & Finance 

Services, Legal Services, and 

Information Communication 

Technology Support.

Customs Capacity Development Strategies 

Immediate and Ongoing

Subsequent to the NEC Decision for the separation of Customs 

from the Internal Revenue Commission, appropriate plans and 

strategies have been developed, firstly to ensure that there is 

little or no disruption to the Customs enforcement, community 

protection, trade facilitation and revenue collection functions.

While ensuring ongoing services remain stabilised, Customs has 

put in place an interim plan for the transition of the organisation 

into a fully fledged and functional Papua New Guinea Customs 

Service to be accomplished well prior to the expiry of this 

management plan. 

Re-Building of Papua New Guinea Customs Service in the 

Medium Term 

At the outset and during the transition period, this Customs 

Service Plan (2010 – 2012) will be focused on re-establishing the 

Papua New Guinea Customs Service as a vibrant Government 

agency responsible for securing the country’s border and fostering 

economic growth through improved trade and passenger 

facilitation. 
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Redefined Purpose, Objectives and Outcome

This plan has re-defined the purpose and key objectives or 

outcomes of the Papua New Guinea Customs Service directed 

primarily towards ensuring the Government’s priorities for 

enhancing border security; community protection; travel and 

trade facilitation are realised, while making sure its traditional 

role of collecting revenue and trade merchandise data for the 

Government remains efficient.

Organisational Re-structure

The Customs Service Plan must be supported by an appropriate 

organisational and management structure. A review and where 

appropriate re-allocation or rationalisation of the organisation’s 

human resource is essential for ensuring that the shift in focus 

towards border protection gains prominence.

Implementation of Risk Management Principles

The application of risk based management principles, efficient use 

of Information Technology and modern technologically advanced 

tools for processing data and non intrusive examination for cargo 

and baggage will be introduced to enable faster processing of 

information and to enhance interdiction roles of Customs.  

Human Resource Development

To ensure that the organisation remains self sufficient in 

executing its Customs Service plan, Customs will undertake full 

assessment of its human resource capability. This will include the 

following;

Training

Establish a Customs training academy, redesign training 

programs and syllabus, introduce a graduate recruitment program 

and ensuring ongoing training and development for current staff. 

Workplace Policies

Review all workplace policies to incorporate global issues of 

Gender Equality, HIV and AIDS, and Occupational Health and 

Safety.

Redefined Purpose  
Re-structure 
Management 
Principles 
Human Resource 
Development 
Training and 
Workplace Policies
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Performance Management System

Formulate a Customs performance management system linking 

with the key outcomes of each Divisions and sections including 

recognition of officers through staff performance appraisals 

feedback.

Effective Communications Policy

 

Adopting and maintaining an effective policy and framework for 

communication is critical during both the re-building and the 

operational phase of the Customs Service. 

The policy will ensure there is clear communication and direction 

to all staff and forming strategic partnerships with industry. 

Extension of the communication efforts will also involve 

the creation of a community involvement program and the 

development of agency wide agreements with high value external 

organisations. 

Customs Strategies

Developments among Customs and Law Enforcement agencies in 

many countries are now geared towards maintaining greater focus 

to protect their national border. The Government of Papua New 

Guinea too, places greater emphasis for Customs and relevant 

Border agencies to ensure the country’s border is adequately 

secured so that the community in the country is protected and 

economic growth unhindered. 

In direct response to these global trends and national priorities, 

Customs has adopted the following strategies from which it’s 

planning and resources will be directed towards, that include; 

Outcome 1: Border Security

Strategy: 

•	 Establishing	strategic	alliances,	increased	resources,	use	of	
 appropriate technology, risk management techniques, red, 

 yellow and green lane systems and improved 

 communication.

Performance 
Strategies, Policy 
and Border Security
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Customs’ overall border security strategy that also includes supply 

chain security and enforcement initiatives will focus on Customs’ 

active engagement with a wide range of government agencies. 

This is to ensure an integrated approach to the management of 

border, movement of conveyances, people and goods.

Priorities during 2010/2012, include enhancing Customs’ law 

enforcement through developing and strengthening existing 

inter-agency cooperative arrangements; channeling of resources 

to enhance border posts; improving passenger processing at main 

international airports; better coordination of risk assessment and 

management information system; improving cargo examination 

procedures; commence planning for introduction of appropriate 

technology for non intrusive examination of cargo; and maritime 

and canine units, all of which would enhance border control 

activities. 

Outcome 2: Community Protection 

Strategy:

•	 Effective	use	of	risk	assessment,	pre-screening	procedures	
 and improve information base on detecting movement of 

 illicit goods.  

 

Community protection is focused on reducing the entry, 

circulation and potential harm that can result from illicit drugs; 

arms and munitions; fake and counterfeit goods that can impact 

adversely on the health and safety of the community; indecent 

works of art and materials that are harmful for welfare and moral 

wellbeing of the society;

Priorities in 2010/2012 include improved proactive targeting of 

organized or individual schemes, involving such illegal activities 

targeting Papua New Guinea. 

Outcome 3: Trade Facilitation

Strategy:

•	 Efficient	use	of	ASYCUDA	cargo	clearance	system,	
 implement Authorised Economic Operators and Advanced 

 Rulings Schemes. 

Community 
Protection and
Trade Facilitation
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Trade facilitation initiatives will focus on expediting trade flows 

with specific focus on ensuring movement of both general 

imports, capital and consumer goods for major impact projects 

are expeditiously cleared.

Priority for 2010/2012 will be geared towards better utilization 

and improvement of the ASYCUDA++ system for effecting 

clearances of goods and better use of its selectivity function 

to improve targeting and profiling, establishment of special 

units for clearance of imports for LNG project, introduction of 

self assessment system, introduction of Authorised Economic 

Operators and Advanced Rulings. 

Outcome 4: Revenue Collection  

Strategy:

•	 Increase	general	compliance,	improve	collections	and	
 reporting of revenue and ensure timely transfer of revenue 

 and trade statistics.

Revenue collection and compliance is focused on ensuring all 

customs duties and taxes that are lawfully due to the state is 

accurately identified and collected in a cost efficient manner.

Priorities in 2010/2012 include improved audit of cargo control 

and manifest acquittal, faster processing of import/export Single 

Administrative Documents (SAD), increased resources for 

targeted post clearance audit activities and better management of 

import revenue collection and trade statistics that enhances fiscal 

and trade policy planning initiatives.

Outcome 5 : Enabling  Corporate Governance and Support 

Services

Strategy: 

•	 Adopting	an	organisational	structure	that	supports	Customs	
 Service Plan, communication framework, human resource 

 plan, governance and corporate services that effectively 

 support Customs operational activities.   

Revenue Collection  
Corporate 
Governance and 
Support  Services
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Enabling environment, including organisational setting, 

communication policy and framework, corporate governance, 

legal services, ICT Support Services and administrative support 

activities are crucial for the Customs Service to function 

effectively and efficiently in order to meet core outcomes of the 

Customs Service Plan.

During 2010/2012 a suitable Customs structure will be adopted 

that emphasises rationalisation of resources, as well as a defined 

communication and reporting framework, a renewed human 

resource development plan, developing internal audit and 

integrity review functions, establishing an efficient ICT Support 

Service and developing the corporate service and legal support 

functions.  

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

The following are the key performance indicators crucial for 

Papua New Guinea Customs Service to realize the four main 

outcomes during 2010 – 2012 in respect to;

 

Enhancing Border Security 

•	 Reallocation	and	increase	in	staff	numbers	at	regional	ports,	
 border posts and International airports;

•	 Improved	passenger	processing	times	at	international	
 airports through better utilisation of red and green channels 

 and advance passenger information systems;

•	 Developing	and	consolidation	of	inter-agency	cooperative	
 agreements and mechanisms for information and resource 

 sharing;

•	 Undertake	feasibility	into	and	establish	Customs	contact	
 points and community information sharing networks along 

 border provinces and border post areas;

•	 Improved	Customs	enforcement	data	collection,	analysis	
 and dissemination process;  

•	 Organised	and	improved	cargo	examination	process	and	
 reporting system;

Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs)
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•	 Undertake	feasibility,	design	an	acquisition	plan	for	the	
 introduction of specialized equipment for non intrusive 

 cargo screening, 

•	 Plan	for	the	phased	development	of	the	Customs	Marine	
 Unit; 

•	 Feasibility	undertaken,	plan	for	and	re-establish	a	Customs	
 canine unit; and

•	 Improve	Case	management:	improved	assessment	of	case	
 referrals and turn-over time for investigations. 

Protecting Community 

•	 Effective	screening	of	sea,	air	cargo,	postal	items	and	
 passenger baggage;

•	 Improved	information	base	for	monitoring	trends	and	flow	
 of substandard, fake and counterfeit products; 

•	 Specific	targeting	measures	for	illicit	and	or	restricted	
 imports/exports, arms and munitions;

•	 Coordinated	action	with	industry	partners	against	
 smuggling of fake and counterfeit products; and

•	 Increased	Awareness	programs.

Facilitating International Trade and Commerce

•	 Reduced	import	and	export	clearance	times	to	well	under	
 48 hours from the time of lodgment of Single Administrative 

 Document through the proper implementation of the 

 Customs Service Charter;

•	 Service	Agreement(s)	with	Major	Importers	and	Customs	
 Broker’s Association;

•	 Improved	targeting	and	profiling	systems	to	ensure	less	
 physical intervention at operational levels;

•	 Authorised	Economic	Operator	scheme	introduced	to	allow	
 self assessing and expediting clearances process for low risk 

 clients;

Protecting  
Community 
Facilitating 
International Trade
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•	 Advanced	Rulings	introduced	to	allow	predictability	and	
 certainty for businesses to conduct import and export trade; 

 and

•	 Increased	Awareness	programs.

Collecting Government Revenue and Trade Statistics 

•	 Increased	audit	of	cargo	manifest	acquittal	and	reporting;

•	 Focused	and	targeted	Post	Clearance	Audits	as	per	the	
 national audit plan;

•	 Weekly	and	monthly	monitoring	of	import	export	SAD	
 processing and ensuring hanging SADs are accounted for on 

 a timely basis;

•	 Effective	daily	revenue	collections,	banking	and	reporting;	
 and

•	 Timely	transfer	of	revenue	collections	and	trade	statistical	
 data to key Government Economic agencies.

Organisational and Human Resource Development

•	 Adoption	of	a	PNG	Customs	Service	Structure	that	is	
 balanced between border control and trade facilitation 

 functions and suited to implement the Customs Service 

 Plan;

•	 	A	Customs	performance	management	plan	that	links	with	
 Divisional and sectional work output to appraise and 

 recognize individual officer performance;

•	 Current	training	facilities	reviewed	and	plan	formulated	for	
 the establishment of a PNG Customs Training Academy;

•	 Existing	Customs	training	programmes	and	syllabus	
 reviewed and plan formulated that embraces all facets of 

 modern Customs operations consistent with international 

 best practices;

Collecting 
Government 
Revenue Resource 
Development
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•	 Availability	of	adequate	resources	for	HR	research,	training	
 and development; and

•	 Incorporation	of	Gender	Equality,	HIV	and	AIDS,	and	
 Occupational Health and Safety issues in workplace policies.

Organisational Communication Plan and Framework

•	 A	communication	plan	that	outlines	strategies	for	ensuring	
 effective internal and external communication and 

 awareness programmes;

 

•	 An	appropriate	communication	framework	formulated	
 and implemented for dissemination of policy guidelines, 

 organisational or departmental instructions and reporting 

 channels;

•	 A	central	depository	for	all	essential	policy	and	
 instructional communication, guidelines, reports and 

 evaluation documentation established; and

•	 Guidelines	for	handling	of	Customs	sensitive	information	
 and confidential materials established.

International Liaison and Representation 

•	 Plan	developed	in	respect	to	financial,	operational	guidelines	
 and functional responsibilities for the posting of a Customs 

 Attaché at the PNG Embassy in China and Belgium;

•	 Strengthen	existing	external	cooperative	arrangements	and	
 communication networks with countries sharing sea and 

 land border with Papua New Guinea; and

•	 Cooperate	in	the	development	of	a	MSG	Customs	
 Cooperative mechanism in Border liaison and trade 

 facilitation initiatives and measures.

Monitoring and Reporting Process

The Customs Service Plan 2010 – 2012 will be implemented 

through organisational, divisional and sectional annual work 

plans and measured through a programmed evaluation system 

each fiscal year and throughout the life of the plan.

Liaison Monitoring 
and Reporting 
Performance 
Evaluation
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Ongoing Performance Evaluation

Monthly, quarterly reports will be used by senior management 

to track and monitor performances and record achievements 

against desired targets. The ultimate objective for the annual 

work plans and the evaluation and reporting process is to ensure 

that the PNG Customs Service is able to report on achievements. 

Reports will also note impediments to achieving key outcomes 

defined in the management plan so as to ensure better planning 

is undertaken in future management plans and annual and 

divisional work plans.

Annual Report

At the end of each financial year the Commissioner of Customs 

will tender to the Secretary of Finance a report on the outcome of 

the organisation’s financial performance. A separate report on the 

overall performance of the PNG Customs Service and successes 

of implementing its corporate plan and achievements of the key 

outcomes will be furnished to the Secretary of the Department of 

Personnel Management.  

Annual 
Report
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The diagram below depicts the performance reporting 

framework for the PNG Customs Service:

National Government 
Priorities Ministerial 

Statement

Customs 
Service Plan

Customs 
Strategy

Divisional Program 
Priorities

Divisional and 
Operational Work Plan

Annual Financial 
Report to Treasury

Annual Performance 
Report to DPM

Reporting

Management 
Performance 

Evaluation and
 Reporting

PLANNING
PERFORMANCE

REPORTING

CORPORATE

OPERATIONAL

Papua New Guinea
Customs Service 
Annual Work Plan 
Reporting Framework
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The Executive Management Team for the Papua New Guinea 

Customs

Mr. Gary Juffa

Commissioner of Customs

Mr. Karo Kila

a|Deputy Commissioner 

Commercial & Corporate

Mr. Waliya Abilo

a|Deputy  Commissioner 

Border Security

Mr. John Pomoso

a|Deputy  Commissioner 

Regional Operation

Customs
Management Setting
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Organisational 
Structure

Commissioner 
of 

Customs

Customs Internal 
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Office of the
Commissioner

Deputy Commissioner 
Commercial & Corporate 

Services

Deputy Commissioner 
Regional Operation

Deputy Commissioner 
Border Security

Assistant 
Commissioner 

Corporate
Services

Assistant 
Commissioner 
Commercial, 

Trade & 
Compliance

Assistant 
Commissioner 
Modernisation 
Management

Assistant 
Commissioner 

Border 
Management

Assistant 
Commissioner 
Enforcement

Assistant 
Commissioner 

Southern 
Region

Assistant 
Commissioner 

Northern
Region

Assistant 
Commissioner 

Islands
Region

Customs Internal 
Audit
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Location of Ports 

Map of PNG with Customs Ports Location
Location
of Ports
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Address and contact numbers of all Customs Ports

PNG CUSTOMS SERVICE
CONTACT POINTS

Directory
of Customs

CUSTOMS HEADQUARTERS

Office of the Commissioner
Ph: 322 6793 | Fax: 320 0571 
P.O. Box 923, Port Moresby
National Capital District

HEADQUARTER DIVISIONS

Border Management
Ph: 322 6889 | Fax: 322 6981 
P.O. Box 923, Port Moresby

Customs Enforcement 
Ph: 322 6889 | Fax: 321 2169

Customs Modernisation Management  
Ph: 322 6857 | Fax: 320 3442

Commercial & Corporate Services 
Ph: 322 6882 | Fax: 320 3442

Commercial, Trade & Compliance
Ph: 322 6857 | Ph: 322 6928 | Fax: 320 3442
 

SOUTHERN REGION
  
Port Moresby | Jacksons International 
Airport 

P.O. Box 1830, Port Moresby
National Capital District
Ph: 322 6802 | Fax: 321 2892 | 
Ph: 311 2391 | Fax: 311 2392

Alotau | Samarai | Popondetta

P.O. Box 222 Alotau
Milne Bay Province
Ph: 641 0181 | Fax: 641 1034

P.O. Box 78, Samarai
Milne Bay Province
Ph: 642 1155 | Fax: 642 1155

P.O. Box 243, Popondetta
Oro Province 
Ph: 329 7092 | Fax: 329 7332
  
Tabubil | Kiunga | Daru

P.O. Box 132, Tabubil
Western Province
Ph: 548 9004 | Fax: 548 9004 

P.O. Box 24 Kiunga
Western Bay Province
Ph: 548 3743 | Fax: 548 1301 

P.O. Box 73, Daru
Western Province
Ph: 645 9114 | Fax: 645 9114

NORTHERN REGION
  
Lae | Madang | Mt. Hagen

P.O. Box 421, Lae
Morobe Province
Ph: 472 2105 | Fax: 472 3989

P.O. Box 215
Madang, Madang Province
Ph: 852 1559 | Fax: 852 2253 

P.O. Box 135, Mt. Hagen
Western Highlands Province
Ph: 542 0057 | Fax:542 1314
  
Vanimo | Wewak | Wutung

P.O. Box 66, Vanimo
Sandaun Province
Ph: 857 1192 | Fax: 857 1270

P.O. Box 101, Wewak
East Sepik Province
Ph: 856 2270 | Fax: 856 2591

P.O. Box 66, Vanimo
Sandaun Province
Ph: 275 8401 | Fax: 857 1270

ISLANDS REGION
  
Kokopo | Kavieng | Lihir

P.O. Box 422, Kokopo
East New Britain Province
Ph: 982 9674 | Fax: 982 9329

P.O. Box 137, Kavieng
New Ireland Province
Ph: 984 2163 | Fax: 984 2163

P.O. Box 51, Lihir
New Ireland Province
Ph: 986 4225 | Fax: 986 5401
  
Kimbe | Lorengau | Buka/Arawa/Kieta

P.O. Box 370, Kimbe
Western New Britain Province
Ph: 983 5056 | Fax: 983 5056

P.O. Box 1101, Lorengau
Manus Province
Ph: 470 9195 | Fax: 470 9034

P.O. Box 791, Buka
Autonomous Region of Bougainville
Ph: 973 9242 | Fax: 973 9243
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